Wiring diagram for 2008 dodge avenger

Find the Dodge stereo wiring diagram you need to install your car stereo and save time. Scroll
down and find the Dodge wire guide you need. Every Dodge stereo wiring diagram contains
information from other Dodge owners. Does anyone have a Dodge Ram radio with navigation
wiring diagram? The navigation portion jacks up the conversion to an aftermarket without nav.
The radio with monitor, navigation and rear camera. Can you help me? Ricky, ask and you shall
receive: Dodge Ram Audio Wiring. Jessica, ask and you shall receive: Dodge Journey Radio
Wiring. Joel, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car radio wire information listed
on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any info on the Dodge
Charger SE stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our Modified Life community would be
able to post a reply and help you out. Specifically for the se model. Will, we suggest you install
a car auxiliary input adapter. This aux input adapter will allow you to input any portable music
player, mp3 player, Apple iPod or Apple iPhone into your factory stereo. This is the easiest and
most cost effective way to add an audio input into your factory radio directly rather than over
the air. Here is the adapter you will need:. Hope this helps. I want to intercept the output from
the cd changer to install an aux input. Please help me. Ty, as much as we would like to assist
you, most of the car stereo wire information listed on our website is provided by our visitors.
We currently do not have any information on the Dodge Charger stereo wiring but hopefully
someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and
assist you. I need radio wiring diagram for dodge charger with 9 speaker system including
subwoofer please. Does anyone know if I have to replace the whole system or what are my
options? Thanks in advance. Chris, if you want to have better quality sound system in your
Dodge Ram , the first thing we suggest you do is replace your factory speakers with aftermarket
speakers. Here are your Dodge Ram speaker sizes:. Second, we suggest you install an
aftermarket subwoofer. Here are the five components you will need:. Car Subwoofer 2. Car
Subwoofer Box to house your car subwoofer. Car Audio Amplifier that matches your subwoofer
power needs and ohm rating. Car Amplifier Wiring Kit that can handle the power needs of your
amplifier. RCA Line Out Converter to feed an audio signal from your factory radio to your
aftermarket amplifier. First run all your amplifier power from your car battery to where you plan
on mounting your amplifier. Next, run your ground wire from your grounding point to your
amplifier. Instead of wiring your RCA Line Out Converter to your factory amplifier, wire it to the
rear speaker wires to get a full range audio source. This will provide an audio signal to your
after market amp. Lastly, connect your subwoofer to your after market amplifier using the
speaker wire in the amplifier wiring kit. Good luck with your Dodge Ram amplifier and
subwoofer installation. I have a dodge ram with the factory infinity stereo. What is an alternative
option for a better quality sound system using the stock head unit? Thanks for your help. Josh,
as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our
website is provided by our visitors. I need a diagram for the radio in a Dodge Caravan with
infinity sound system. Alex, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the
Dodge Journey stereo wiring information but hopefully someone from our Modified Life
community would be able to chime in and help you out. I need a radio wiring diagram for a
dodge intrepid. Thers a fuse that goes to the power amp and I cant locate it. This is the car with
the 7 speaker infinite system. I Need the wiring diagram and colors to the Speakers and the
Stock Amp. I am bypassing the stock amp and need the colors to know which wires to splice.
Thank you. I am wanting to install some subwoofers in my Dodge Nitro but keep my factory
stereo. Can you please help me with the diagrams or info I need to do so. Im looking for the
wiring color codes for a dodge ram crewcab audio system. Its just a stock system no upgrades.
Good luck with your search. Can I get a wiring diagram for the stereo for this model. Good luck
with your Dodge Ram navigation installation. Car speed signal input. Parking brake signal input
3. Reverse gear signal input. I need to know where is the speed detection curcuit lead off the
vehicle injection computer? I need a wiring diagram for a dodge ram with factory speakers and
factory stereoâ€¦ Thanks. Bryan, double check ALL your fuses because certain vehicles may
have the domelight circuit tied into another circuit not labeled domelight. You may have
additional fuse boxes by the driver kick panel, under the steering column or under the hood.
Good luck with troubleshooting your Dodge Caravan domelight. My son put a new stereo in
dodge caravan and shorted something out. I am trying to troubleshoot my dodge ram truck
wiring system. My radio went out along with other dashboard electronics. I have been able to
restore all other dashboard electronics, but the raido eludes me. Any diagrams or helps from
previous request would be great. I need a wiring diagram for a Dodge Spirit with the 3. You can
do this by pulling each fuse and making sure it is not blown. Most cars have a single wire that
provide power to the radio and the cigarette lighter socket so it sounds like you may have a
blown fuse. Good luck with your Dodge Tradesman B radio troubleshooting. Hi name is Jason

and i need to know which wire on a dodge ram slt radio is the remote wire for my amp to hook
up to. I need the radio wiring diagram for a Dodge Grand Caravan. I am also looking to install a
new JVC car stereo, and the adapter kit from Best Buy does not match the original wiring
harness. Please help! I need the radio diagram for a Dodge Lancer. I got a used Radio from a
junk yard and it does the same thing the original one did. I think it may be a wire problem rather
than a radio problem. I need a stereo wiring diagram for a Dodge Ram 2dr if available. Cory, you
will require a line out converter. A line out converter will allow you to provide an aftermarket
amplifier with an audio signal via RCA wires. Here is the Line-Out Converter you need:. Good
luck with your subwoofer install. I am looking for the diagram for what each pin is on the back
of the head unit. I need to test a stock head unit I have from a 05 Durango with the Infinity
sound. Yeah I need a radio wiring diagram for a Dodge Stratus SE all it has is a factory stock cd
player with radio. If you could help me out here that would be great thanks again. I need the
schematic for a radio for a Dodge Stratus ES with cassette and 4 disc changer. This is factory. I
need a wiring diagram for a dodge grand caravan with an infinity sound system. I am looking for
the radio wiring diagram. Thank you, Charles. I need a factory radio wiring diagram for a Dodge
Dakota Sport. Specifically the speaker color schematics. I would like to ask if you could please
get the wiring diagram for a dodge Infinity sound system? What do they go to?? James, your
vehicle may have a factory amplifier that needs to be turned on by your after market radio. Good
luck. Hi I am trying to install a new stereo into a dodge caravan I just bought. The wires do not
match up to the wires on the new stereoâ€¦. Thanks Laura. This information was great. Trying to
disconnect center speaker. I need to know if i have to buy a certian hook up for a dodge
durango with an infinity stereo my friend told me i have to buy some thing to overide the factory
amp that is in the car and would like a wiring diagram for a dodge durango. I have a Dodge
Magnum with the standard 4 speaker system. I would like to upgrade my speakers to start with,
and can really use a diagram to identify the wiring scheme, especially to show positive and
negative combos. Can I get a wiring diagram for a Dodge Spirit with the Infinity stereo? I need
the wiring diagram that shows the wires from the stereo to the speakers. I have a Dodge Dakota
and need to know the stereo wiring configuration Thanks for your website! It appears that there
may have been 2 connectors of wiring?? Possibly one for speakers and one for power, memory,
ground, etcâ€¦. I have a plug from a , but the color code is different. I have a 4 speaker sysyem
Thanks. I would like know what wires are what on my radio. Well i have came across a dodge
intrepid with the infinity sounds in it and some one cut the harness out so i was woundering if u
might have the diagram for it? Its not on your list and i was wondering if you could help me by
e-mailing me a diagram for my car. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content.
Dodge Radio Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your
email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Wiring Diagram
Sample. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols to show
every one of the interconnections of components inside a system. Wiring diagrams are made up
of a couple of things: symbols that represent the components inside circuit, and lines that
represent the connections together. A first look at a circuit diagram could possibly be
confusing, in case read a subway map, search for schematics. The purpose is the identical:
getting from point A to point out B. Literally, a circuit will be the path that allows electricity to
circulate. This guide will reveal many of the common symbols that you are likely to see in your
future electrical engineering career. Current: Current will be the flow of electricity, or more
specifically, the flow of electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , which enable it to only flow
every time a voltage supply is connected. Materials such as gold or copper, are classified as
conductors, since they easily allow flow to move low resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are
samples of insulators, inhibiting the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Current.
DC is a continuous flow of current in one direction. DC can flow not merely through conductors,
but semi-conductors, insulators, and even a vacuum. AC Alternating Current. In AC, the flow of
current periodically alternates between two directions, often forming a sine wave. The
frequency of AC is measured in Hertz Hz , which is typically 60 Hz for electricity in residential
and business purposes. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin. Wiring
Diagram Sample. Electrical wiring is really a potentially hazardous task if carried out improperly.
One ought to never attempt working on electrical wiring without knowing typically the below
tips and tricks followed by even the the majority of experienced electrician. To properly read a
wiring diagram, one offers to know how typically the components in the system operate. For
instance , if a module will be powered up and it also sends out a signal of half the voltage plus
the technician does not know this, he'd think he has a challenge, as he would expect a new 12V
signal. Following diagrams is reasonably simple, but using it in the scope of how the system
operates is a different matter. The most sage advice is not really only look from the diagram,
nevertheless understand how the constituents operate when in use. Read cabling diagrams

from unfavorable to positive in addition to redraw the signal like a straight collection.
Sometimes, even if you shut off power, some cabling might be connected in order to another
circuit as well as hence may continue to pose a risk of electric surprise. The best approach to
easily instal cables is to straighten them away first. Before setting up or changing cabling, one
must have the appropriate amp rating for all circuits. With regard to example, a amp circuit must
have a new right-gauge wiring to be able to prevent fire hazard. Grounding provides the safe
path with regard to extra electric energy to be able to pass in situation of a fault or any
additional issue. A person need to ensure enclosing all electrical wiring connections in
appropriate electrical boxes or clamps. Enclosures protect the connection since well as the
people from unintentional contacts with individuals connections. There are various different
types of wires accessible in the industry â€” Heat Resistant, Flame Resistant, Industrial Quality
etc. Ensure that you choose the right line for the need. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin.
This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. FRDiagram Database.
FRbizatthebeach kinggo fr. DEHobbyshop - Gossert. ITAntonio Vergara. FRDiagram Database laboratoire-herrlisheim. Related Dodge Avenger Wiring Diagram. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge
Avenger based on all problems reported for the Avenger. Intermittently, when the switch is on
they will turn off and on by themselves. Fast to slow and slow to fast. Causes very dangerous
driving conditions in adverse weather conditions. This happens when car is moving, obviously
in rainy conditions. Most recent accurate highway and city streets. Also my air and cooling fan
has been running intermediate on high and now is not working at all. Not to mention issues with
wiring harness. Tl the contact owns a Dodge Avenger. On several occasions, the vehicle was
difficult to start. While driving mph, the check engine warning indicator illuminated and the
vehicle stalled. The vehicle was taken to south point Dodge Chrysler Jeep ram s ih 35 frontage
rd, austin, TX , to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that several engine wiring harnesses
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Brake lights out due to wiring
problem per mechanic. Brakes lock up and skid. Dash lights flicker and dim while driving.
Turning signals not working and all fuses replaced. All problems while vehicle moving or
stationary. The contact owns a Dodge Avenger. The contact stated that the vehicle hesitated to
pick up speed upon depressing the accelerator pedal. The contact noticed upon removing the
wiring harness there was an internal fire, which burned the components pertaining to the fuel
pump that burned into the fuel tank and the housing. The vehicle was not able to be driven due
to the failure. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The cars electrical wiring is messed
up. Power steering is tight at tinge. Windows roll up tooo much u hear it grinding. U can't have
the heat and radio on at the sane tinge cause it's nothing but static. It says gascap where the
mileage is. Somtimes it won't show the mileage. Bought this from a dealership. One month ago
are they reliable to fix this or is there a legal way I can. From the looks of it they sold me a car
with recall problemsm. My 08 Dodge purchased at monroe mi, Dodge superstore. I have an
faulty electrical system wiring. My vehicle stalls in wet weather, cruise control doesn't work, and

headlights malfuntions, they come on automatically. I understand 08 Dodge Avenger has had a
recall for this issue. I believe monroe Dodge failed to fix or notify me of recall. I am afraid to
drive the car for high rate of an accident. Please investigate, as I appreciate your attention to
this matter , before I have an accident and hurt someone. I appreciate your attention to this
matter. Thank you. The contact owns a Dodge Avenger xt. The contact was driving 55 mph
when the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was able to be restarted immediately. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure who advised that there was a recall for the failure under
NHTSA campaign id number: 08v electrical system: wiring but the contacts VIN was not
included in the recall. The failure mileage was 56, and the current mileage was 57, Vehicle
stalling since date of purchase February Brought into dealership with complaint and they
replaced the fuel pump. Problem continued with the addition of a gas smell after initial start of
vehicle. Have brought the car in for service to dealership and they could not find the problem.
Brought the vehicle in for other complaints and I again told the service dept that the car
continued to have the same issue with the stalling and gas odor. The service dept tool my car
for a test drive while I was still there and since they could not replicate the problem my vehicle
was not serviced for the issue nor was it fixed. I called to have the vehicle looked at once again
in February and was told I would be called by the new person in charge of my car and I did not
receive a call. I did speak with someone giving them the details of the fas smell and the stall
issue. After 2 weeks of no return call I called the service dept and was told my warranty had just
expired and would not be covered. When I spoke to the service dept in February I asked about
serveral recalls that had to do with the electrical wiring of the same model and year as my
vehicle and was told it did not include my VIN but there are numerous complaints of electrical
issue of these vehicle and the service dept cannot seem to find the electrical problems until the
car completely breaks down. On may 5, my car stalled again and the dealership says it is an
electrical problem with the car. My car would stall several times a week while sitting at a light
and the gas smell would occur everytime I start the car. The electrical issue burned out the
battery and could have caused a serious accident. While driving approximately 70 mph, the
vehicle stalled. The contact pulled the vehicle to the side of the road. The vehicle was towed to
the dealer. The technicians stated the battery and fuel pump needed to be replaced. The vehicle
was not repaired. The contact was aware of recall 08v electrical system: wiring and was
informed by the manufacturer the repairs had been performed on the vehicle prior to the failure.
The approximate failure mileage was 57, While the contact was driving approximately 10 mph,
the engine stalled without warning. The vehicle restarted and was able to resume normally. The
failure occurred three different times at various speeds. The vehicle was taken to an authorized
dealer and they informed that there was not a recall. The technician advised that the diagnosis
and repair would be at the owner's expense. The contact was in the process of notifying the
manufacturer to verify the VIN in regards to the recall defect. The vehicle had not been
diagnosed or repaired at the time of the complaint. We own a Dodge Avenger. We received a
recall letter h07 concerning an electrical wiring problem that could cause the car to cut off
without notice. We called the local dealership when we received the letter but they didn't have
any information about it and said they would notify us when they received information. We
never got a call from them. We experienced the car cutting off on several occasions but never
when it was a dangerous situation. On Saturday, may 3rd, at 7pm in the evening my son was
driving the car and was braking to stop at an intersection and the car cut off causing him to lose
all power steering and power brakes. He attempted to swerve to avoid hitting the car in front of
him but was unable to totally miss the car. He hit the car in front of him because the car was too
hard to steer and brake due to loss of power. After the accident we contacted Dodge and our
local dealership only to be told that our car is not involved in the recall. Some Avengers are
involved but according to our VIN they tell us our car is not involved. This could have been a
very serious accident. I don't know why our car is not involved in the recall because we have
experienced the problems that the recall notated. We would like the recall to be reevaluated and
our car and possibly other Avengers be included in the recall. Once the body work is fixed on
the car, we will take it to our local dealership and have them check out the problem. We are
afraid to drive the car until we know the problem has been fixed because next time the accident
could result in injury or death. Sporadically, while driving 25 mph, the vehicle stalled without
warning. It typically takes several minutes to restart the vehicle. The contact received a recall
notice for NHTSA campaign id number 08v electrical system:wiring and immediately took the
vehicle to the dealer for repair. One month after the repair, the failure resurfaced. He called the
manufacturer and is waiting for a response. The failure mileage was 17, and current mileage
was 38, Currently my driver side seat belt does not stay fasten all the time. Car Problems.
Wiring problem 1. Wiring problem 2. Wiring problem 3. Wiring problem 4. Wiring problem 5.
Wiring problem 6. Wiring problem 7. Wiring problem 8. Wiring problem 9. Wiring problem Other

Electrical System related problems of the Dodge Avenger. Electrical System problems Electrical
System problems. Horn Assembly problems. Starter problems. Car Will Not Start problems.
Battery Dead problems. Ignition problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems. Software
problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Battery problems. The video above shows how to
replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your dodge avenger in addition to the fuse panel
diagram location. The location of the fuse can be found on the inside cover of the fuse box.
Fuse box on dodge avenger. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the dodge avenger are the fuses
11 selectable power outlet inside center arm rest and 16 or 13 acc cigar lighter in the engine
compartment fuse box. You will want to have the airbags ready to. Asked in dodge avenger
dodge caravan ford f where or is there a horn fuse for a dodge avenger not es. The airbag
system is designed to be mainte nance free if any of the following occurs have. Dodge avenger
fuse box diagram. Httpsfuse boxinfododgedodge avenger fuses fuse box diagram location and
assignment of electrical fuses for dodge a. Avenger fuse box. Inflate for your protection in a
collision. Electrical components such as your map light radio heated seats high beams power
windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working chances are you have a fuse that has
blown out. Where is the interior fuse box on a dodge avenger. Wrg 08 Dodge Avenger Fuse Box.
Fuse Box Chrysler Wiring. Fuse Box On Dodge Avenger. Dodge Avenger Review Youtube. Fuse
Box On Dodge Avenger Wrg Fuse Box Dodge Avenger. Repair Guides. Post a Comment Note:
Only a member of this blog may post a comment. Wiki user january 27 am. See more on our
website. All fuses are under the hood. Share this post. Post a Comment. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel.
About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. The automotive wiring harness in a Dodge Avenger is
becoming increasing more complicated and more difficult to identify due to the installation of
more advanced automotive electrical wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is figuring out where
wiring for remote start, remote starter, remote vehicle starter, remote car starter, remote auto
starter, remote automotive starter, remote auto starter or remote start module should be
connected to on your Dodge Avenger. The Modified Life staff has taken every Dodge Avenger
remote start wiring diagram, Dodge Avenger remote start wireing diagram, Dodge Avenger
remote starter wiring diagram, Dodge Avenger remote starter diagram, Dodge Avenger wiring
for remote start, Dodge Avenger remote start wire diagram, Dodge Avenger remote starter
wiring diagram, Dodge Avenger remote start install diagram and cataloged them online for use
by our visitors for free. Our remote start wiring schematics allow you to enjoy remote car
starting for an air conditioned cabin in the summer and remote vehicle starting for a warm
interior in the winter. Stop spending countless hours trying to figure out which remote start
wires go to which Dodge Avenger electrical module or automotive harness. Use of the Dodge
Avenger wiring diagram is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams
before applying any information found here to your Dodge Avenger. If you would like to help the
Modified Life community by adding any missing Dodge Avenger information or adding a new
remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the bottom of
this page. The Dodge Avenger remote start wire color and location information above is
updated as it is submitted by the Modified Life community. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing Dodge Avenger information or adding a new remote car
starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page.
Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright
by ModifiedLife. A keyless bypass module may be available for remote start installations,
contact your supplier to find out. If one of these modules is not available to you, refer to our
transponder bypass diagram. All 4 wires are located on the brown plug behind the instrument
cluster. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring.
Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced Search. Back to Top. I
checked audiovox and directechs for the info and could not get it. I appreciate it. Sorry, you can
NOT post a reply. This topic is closed. Printable version. Search the12volt. Follow the12volt.
Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this information. Please verify
all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. Ground through a ohm resistor to
lock the doors. Ground through a ohm resistor to unlock the doors. You cannot post new topics
in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this
forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You
cannot vote in polls in this forum. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Dodge magnum srt8
automobile owner's manual pages. Dodge charger srt8 automobile owner's manual pages. It is
supplemented by a Warranty Information Booklet and various customer-oriented documents.
You are urged to read these publications carefully. If you do not read this entire manual you
may miss important infor- mation. Any modifications or alterations to this vehicle could

seriously affect its roadworthiness and safety and may lead to an accident resulting in serious
injury or death. Page 13 Seat Belt Pretensioners These numbers can be used to order duplicate
keys from your dealer. Ask your dealer for these numbers and keep them in a safe place. If this
occurs, rotate the key to the right slightly, then remove the key as described. An unlocked car is
an invitation to thieves. Always remove key from the ignition and lock all doors when leaving
the vehicle unattended. Page 17 the vehicle. The system will shut the engine off in two seconds
if someone uses an invalid key to try to start the engine. NOTE: A key that has not been
programmed is also considered an invalid key, even if it is cut to fit the ignition switch lock
cylinder for that vehicle. Once a Sentry Key is programmed to a vehicle, it cannot be
programmed to any other vehicle. Page General Information 3. Insert the second valid key into
the ignition switch. Turn the ignition switch to the ON position within 15 seconds. After 10
seconds, a chime will sound. In addi- tion, the Vehicle Security Light will begin to flash. Turn the
ignition switch to the LOCK position and remove the second key. Page To Disarm The System
will automatically disarm. After 16 seconds, the Vehicle Security Light will flash slowly. This
shows that the system is fully armed. The exterior lights will flash, the horn will sound, and the
ignition will not start the vehicle. The transmitter need not be pointed at the vehicle to activate
the system. The turn signal lights will flash to acknowledge the unlock signal. Page 25 Alarm.
Opening a door with the Security Alarm activated will cause the alarm to sound. Flash Lights
With Lock The feature will cause the turn signal lights to flash when the doors are locked or
unlocked with the transmitter. This feature can be turned on or turned off. The time for this
feature is programmable on vehicles equipped with EVIC. Operation is subject to the following
conditions: 1. This device may not cause harmful interference. This device must accept any
interference that may be received including interference that may cause undesired operation.
The system has a targeted range of up to ft m. Do not leave children unattended in the vehicle,
or with access to an unlocked vehicle. Press this switch to lock or unlock the doors. Insert the
tip of the ignition key or similar flat-bladed object into the lock and rotate approximately
oneâ€”quarter turn to the lock or unlock position as indicated by the stamped icons. Page
Power Windows NOTE: For emergency exit with the system engaged, move the lock plunger up
unlocked position , roll down the window, and open the door with the outside door handle.
Never leave children in a vehicle, with the keys in the ignition switch. Occupants, particularly
unat- tended children, can become entrapped by the win- dows while operating the power
window switches. Such entrapment may result in serious injury or death. To cancel the Auto Up
movement, operate the switch either in the up or down direction and release the switch. To
close the window part way, lift the window switch to the first detent and release it when you
want the window to stop. To disable the window controls on the other doors, press the window
lock button. The transmis- sion must be in Park before the switch will operate. In the event of an
individual being locked inside the trunk, the trunk can be simply opened by pulling on the
glow-in-the-dark handle attached to the trunk latching mechanism. Someone on the road may
be a poor driver and cause a collision that includes you. This can happen far away from home
or on your own street. You might suffer internal injuries, or you could even slide out of part of
the belt. Follow these instructions to wear your seat belt safely and to keep your pas- sengers
safe, too. Your body could strike the inside surfaces of the vehicle in a collision, increasing
head and neck injury. A belt worn under the arm can cause internal injuries. Position the latch
plate as close as possible to the anchor point. The center belt is mounted to the rear shelf panel
and exits through a bezel in the panel. However, the belt will still retract to remove any slack in
the shoulder belt. The Automatic Locking Mode is available on all passenger-seating positions.
Use the Automatic Locking Mode anytime a child safety seat is installed in a passenger seating
position. Page Supplemental Restraint System Srs - Airbag Seat Belt Extender If a seat belt is
too short, even when fully extended and when the adjustable upper shoulder belt anchorage if
equipped is in its lowest position, your dealer can provide you with a seat belt extender. This
extender should be used only if the existing belt is not long enough. The front airbags have a
multistage inflator design. This may allow the airbag to have different rates of inflation that are
based on collision severity and occupant size. Each airbag features inflated chambers place
adjacent to the head of each outboard occupant that reduce the potential for side-impact head
injuries. You may damage the airbags and you could be injured because the airbags are not
there to protect you. These protective covers for the airbag cushions are designed to open only
when the airbags are inflat- ing. Page 59 The seat belts are designed to protect you in many
types of collisions. The front airbags deploy in moderate to severe frontal collisions. If your
vehicle is equipped, the side airbag on the crash side of the vehicle is triggered in moderate to
severe side collisions. The driver and front passenger seats should be moved back as far as
practical to allow the front airbags room to inflate. If your vehicle has side airbags, do not lean
against the door, airbags will inflate forcefully into the space between you and the door. The

ORC determines if a frontal collision is severe enough to require the airbags to inflate. Based on
the sensor signals, a central electronic Occupant Restraint Controller ORC deploys the front
airbags, side inflat- able airbag curtains if equipped , seat-mounted side If the light does not
come on, stays on after you start the vehicle, or if it comes on as you drive, have the airbag
system checked right away. Page 63 ORC to properly classify the front passenger and calculate the proper airbag deployment. Do not make any modifications to the front passenger seat
components, assembly, or to the seat cover. Page 65 process that generates the nontoxic gas
used for airbag inflation. These airborne particles may irritate the skin, eyes, nose, or throat. If
you have skin or eye irritation, rinse the area with cool water. For nose or throat irritation, move
to fresh air. If the irritation continues, see your doctor. You could be injured if the airbag system
is not there to protect you. While the airbag system is designed to be mainte- nance free, if any
of the following occurs, have an authorized dealer service the system immediately. In addition
to crash investigations initiated by DaimlerChrysler Corporation, such investigations may be
requested by customers, insurance carriers, govern- ment officials, and professional crash
researchers, such as In a collision, an unrestrained child, even a tiny baby, can become a
missile inside the vehicle. The force required to hold even an infant on your lap could become
so great that you could not hold the child, no matter how strong you are. An airbag deployment
could cause severe injury or death to infants in this position. Older Children and Child
Restraints Children who weigh more than 20 lbs 9 kg and who are older than one year can ride
forward-facing in the vehicle. Page 73 around, and insert the latch plate into the buckle again.
Child restraints having tether straps and hooks for connection to the top tether anchorage have
been available for some time. Page 75 have tether straps, and you are urged to take advantage
of all of the available attachments provided with your child restraint in any vehicle. NOTE: When
using the LATCH attaching system to install a child restraint, please ensure that all seat belts
not being used for occupant restraints are stowed and out of reach of children. These tether
strap anchorages are under a plastic cover with this symbol on it. Many, but not all restraint
systems will be equipped with separate straps on each side, with each having a hook or
connector for attachment to the lower anchorage and a means of adjusting the tension in the
strap. Page 77 the child restraint belt path and then buckle it. This should stow the seat belt out
of the reach of an inquisitive child. Remind all children in the vehicle that the seat belts are not
toys and should not be played with, and never leave your child unattended in the vehicle. If not
possible, lower the head restraint and pass the tether strap around the outboard side of the
head restraint. Disconnect the latch plate from the buckle and twist the short buckle-end belt
several times to shorten it. Page Safety Checks You Should Make Inside The Vehicle Do not run
the engine in a closed garage or in confined areas any longer than needed to move your vehicle
in or out of the area. If it is necessary to sit in a parked vehicle with the engine running, adjust
your heating or cooling controls to force outside air into the vehicle. You should be able to feel
the air directed against the windshield. NOTE: If the defrost feature is not functioning, the cause
should be located and corrected immediately by an authorized service center. A two-point pivot
system allows for horizontal and vertical mirror adjustment. Push in the button on the face of
the mirror to activate the dimming feature. Automatic Dimming Mirror â€” When finished, return
the knob to the center O OFF position to guard against accidentally moving a mirror position.
Vehicles and other objects seen in the right side convex mirror will look smaller and farther
away than they really are. UConnect features Bluetooth technology - the global standard that
enables different electronic devices to connect to each other without wires or a docking station,
so UConnect works no matter where you stow your cellular phone be it your purse, pocket, or
briefcase , as long as your phone is Page Operation can be adjusted either from the radio
volume control knob or from the steering wheel radio control right switch , if so equipped. The
UConnect system will play all the options at any prompt if you ask for help. Each cellular phone
that is paired should be given a unique phone name. Page 97 After you are finished adding an
entry into the phone- book, you will be given the opportunity to add more phone numbers to the
current entry or to return to the main menu. The UConnect system will allow you to enter up to
32 names in the phonebook with each name having up to four associated phone numbers and
designations. Page 99 from which you choose. Phone Call Features The following features can
be accessed through the UConnect system if the feature s are available on your cellular service
plan. Page Call followed by the phone number or phonebook entry you wish to call. The first call
will be on hold while the second call is in progress. To go back to the first call, refer to Toggling
Between Calls in this section. To combine two calls, refer to Conference Call in this section.
This is cell phone-dependent. After selecting one of the languages, all prompts and voice
commands will be in that language. This will become helpful once you start to learn the options.
Pull the bar up to move the seat to the desired position. Manual Seat Adjusting Bar After
releasing the adjusting bar, apply forward and rearward body pressure to be sure the seat is

latched. A lever with a ratcheting mechanism, located on the outboard side of the seat, raises
and lowers it. Total travel is 2. The sudden movement of the seat could cause you to lose
control. The seat belt might not be properly adjusted and you could be injured. Adjust the seat
only while the vehicle is parked. Use the front switch to move the seat up, down, forward,
rearward, or to tilt the seat. The rear switch controls the seatback recliner. The controls for the
heated seats are located in the center console below the climate controls. There are indicator
lights in the switches, which indicate a low heat setting one light lit or high heat setting two
lights lit. Page Adjustable Head Restraints The hard seatback features a work surface and a
molded rim for retaining items stored on the seat back panel. Pull on the loops shown in the
picture to fold down either or both seatbacks. When returning the rear seat back to the upright
position, be sure the seat back is latched. First pull the hood release lever located under the left
side of the instrument panel. Hood Safety Catch Use the hood prop rod to secure the hood in
the open position. If the hood is not fully latched it could fly up when the vehicle is moving and
block your forward vision. You could have a collision. Be sure all hood latches are fully latched
before driving. This includes the glove box light, but not the trunk light. To restore interior light
operation, either turn the ignition switch ON or cycle the light switch. If this occurs, wait 30
seconds for the next flash to pass operation. Selecting high beam headlights will turn off the
front fog lights. If an indicator fails to light when the lever is moved, it would suggest that the
fuse or indicator bulb is defective. As long as the lever is held down, the wipers will continue to
operate. If you activate the washer while the wiper control is in the delay range, the wipers will
operate in low speed for two wipe cycles after releasing the lever and then resume the
intermittent interval previously selected. It also allows you to lengthen or shorten the steering
column. The Speed Control Lever is located on the right side of the steering wheel. Leaving the
Electronic Speed Control system on when not in use is dangerous. You could accidentally set
the system or cause it to go faster than you want. You could lose control and have an accident.
Always leave the system OFF when you are not using it. Release the lever when the desired
speed is reached, and the new speed will be set. Page Garage Door Opener - If Equipped On
steep hills, a greater speed loss or gain may occur so it may be preferable to drive without
speed control. Your motorized door or gate will open and close while you are training the
Universal Transceiver. Do not train the transceiver if people or pets are in the path of the door
or gate. Page Your vehicle should be parked outside of the garage when programming. Begin
Programming 1. Hold the battery side of the hand-held transmitter away from the HomeLink
button you wish to program. Place the hand-held transmitter 1 to 3 in 3 to 8 cm away from the
HomeLink button you wish to program while keeping the indicator light in view. Return to the
vehicle and press the programmed HomeLink button twice holding the button for two seconds
each time. If the device is plugged in and activates, programming is complete. Similar to this
Canadian law, some U. The sunroof will open fully, then stop automatically. During this operation, any release of the sunroof switch will stop the sunroof. However, the sunshade will open
automatically as the sunroof opens. NOTE: The sunshade cannot be closed if the sunroof is
open. Both of the outlets are protected by a fuse. The instrument panel power outlet, located
below the climate control knobs, has power available only when the ignition is on. This outlet
will also operate a conventional cigar lighter unit. For vehicles equipped with the heated and
cooled cupholder, locate the cup holder ash receiver in the Two cupholders can accommodate
large sized fast food beverage contain- ers, and 20 oz ml bottles. A one-piece cup holder insert
for both cavities can easily be removed for clean- ing. Page Video Console - If Equipped 1. The
left latch opens to the top storage area. The lower bin can be accessed directly, without first
exposing the upper bin, by operating the right latch with the armrest down. The first storage bin
can be used to hold smaller items. Make sure the beverage container can withstand the
temperatures shown above, when using the Cooled or Heated Cup Holder. If containers of hot
liquid are placed in the bottle holder, they can spill when the door is closed, burn- ing the
occupants. Be careful when closing the doors to avoid injury. Put heavier objects as low and as
far forward as possible. The cooler bin is also equipped with a soft molded liner that is
removable for easy cleaning. Inside the bin is a vent which, when opened, allows either air
conditioned or fresh air to flow into the storage bin. Fuel Gauge When the ignition switch is in
the ON position, the pointer will show the level of fuel remaining in the fuel tank. Page 5. Low
Fuel Light When the fuel level drops to 2 gallons, the fuel symbol will light and a single chime
will sound. Charging System Light This light shows the status of the electrical charg- ing
system. The light should come on briefly when the ignition is first turned on and remain on
briefly as a bulb check. If the bulb does not come on during starting, have the system checked
by an authorized dealer. If the light comes on and remains on while driving, stop the vehicle and
shut off the engine. Page The two trip odometers show individual trip mileage. To switch from
odometer to trip odometers, press and release the Trip Odometer button. To reset a trip odom-

eter, display the desired trip odometer to be reset then push and hold the button until the
display resets ap- proximately 2 seconds. To turn off the message temporarily, press and
release the Trip Odometer button on the instrument cluster. Turn Signal Indicators The arrows
will flash in unison with the exterior turn signal, when using the turn signal lever. Page
Accordingly, when the low tire pressure telltale illumi- nates, you should stop and check your
tires as soon as possible, and inflate them to the proper pressure. Driving on a significantly
under-inflated tire causes the tire to overheat and can lead to tire failure. The TPMS has been
optimized for the original equipment tires and wheels. TPMS pressures and warning have been
established for the tire size equipped on your vehicle. Page could lead to immediate loss of
power or severe catalytic converter damage. The vehicle should be serviced as soon as
possible if this occurs. This light will come on when the ignition key is turned to the ON position
and may stay on for as long as four seconds. Failure of either half of the dual brake system is
indicated by the Brake Warning Light which will turn on when the brake fluid level in the master
cylinder has dropped below a specified level. If the light does not illuminate, have the light
inspected by an authorized dealer. The light also will turn on when the parking brake is applied
with the ignition switch in the ON position. NOTE: This light shows only that the parking brake
is applied. It is located in the lower left part of the cluster below the fuel and engine temperature gauges. The Oil Change Required message will flash in the EVIC display for
approximately 10 seconds after a single chime has sounded to indicate the next scheduled oil
change interval. To reset all resettable functions, press and release the RESET button a second
time within three seconds of resetting the currently displayed function Reset ALL will display
during this three second window. The compass will now function normally. Turn the ignition
switch to the ON position. Leave the selector lever in PARK. Like any system, however, automotive radios have performance limitations, due to mobile operation and natural phenomena,
which might lead you to believe your sound system is malfunctioning. Opening a vehicle front
door will cancel this feature. Electronic Volume Control The electronic volume control turns
continuously degrees in either direction without stopping. The Music Type function only
operates when in the FM mode. This allows a total of 12 AM and 12 FM stations to be stored into
pushbutton memory. Page begin to play when you insert the disc. The display will show the
disc number, the track number, and index time in minutes and seconds. Play will begin at the
start of track 1. When reading discs recorded using formats other than ISO Level 1 and Level 2,
the radio may fail to read files properly and may be unable to play the file nor MP3 exten- sion
as MP3 files. MP3 extension may cause playback problems. The radio is designed to recognize
the file as an invalid MP3 and will not play the file. If the medium contains a lot of folders or
files, the radio will take more time to start playing the MP3 files. Page Menu Language â€” If
Equipped Selecting this item will allow the user to choose the default startup DVD menu
language effective only if language supported by disc. If you want to select a language not
listed, then scroll down and select other. Page Operation Instructions Every time a preset
button is used, a corresponding button number will display. The use of other sized discs may
damage the CD player mechanism. The RW Rewind button works in a similar manner. Discs
created with an option such as keep disc open after writing are most likely multisession discs.
ID3 version 2 is not supported by the radios. Playlist files are not supported. MP3 Pro files are
not supported. The time of day will display for five seconds. Dolby and the double-D symbol are
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Macrovision This product incorporates copyright protection
technol- ogy that is protected by U. Use of this copyright protection technology must be
authorized by Macrovision, and is intended for home and other limited viewing uses only,
unless otherwise authorized by Macrovision. This means rear seat passengers can watch a DVD
on the optional rear seat entertainment system, while the driver and front-seat passenger listen
to the radio. Other special features include direct tune, music type selections, easy store
presets, backup camera display for vehicles equipped with a backup camera, and on some
models, a dual display screen operation. Changing the Time Zone 1. Turn on the multimedia
system. Touch the screen where the time is displayed. The clock setting menu will appear on
the screen. This is the worldwide standard for time. Setting the User Clock If you wish to set the
clock to a time different from the system clock, you can manually adjust the time by Page
Pressing and releasing the FF button will go forward five seconds of the current track. If the left
down button is pressed during the first two seconds of the current track, it will go back to the
previous track in the list; List mode enables you to scroll through the list of menus and tracks
on the iPod device. To exit the List mode without selecting a track, press the same preset
button again to go back to Play mode. A CD may remain in the radio while in the Satellite radio
mode. Satellite Antenna To ensure optimum reception, do not place items on the roof around
the rooftop antenna location or strap items to the trunk lid around the trunk lid antenna if
equipped. To stop the search, press the SCAN button a second time. INFO Button â€” If a preset

button is activated while in the Music Type Program Type mode, the Music Type mode will be
exited and the radio will tune to the preset channel. This allows a total of 12 Satellite channels to
be stored into pushbutton memory. Do not apply paper, paper CD labels, or tape to the disc;
avoid scratching a disc. Do not use solvents such as benzine, thinner, cleaners, or antistatic
sprays. Store a disc in its case after playing. Page Blower Control Use this control to regulate
the amount of air forced through the ven- tilation system in any mode. There are four blower
speeds. These outlets can be adjusted to direct airflow. The center instrument panel outlets can
be NOTE: aimed so that they are directed toward the rear seat passengers for maximum airflow
to the rear. This de- humidifies the air to help dry the windshield. To improve fuel economy, use
these modes only when necessary. Then, move the temperature control to the desired
temperature. Page cabin infrared sensor mounted between the sun-visors and from various
sensors located throughout the vehicle. The controls on the climate control provide the system
with operator input. This indicates that the system is in AUTO mode and requesting the air
conditioning is not necessary. Use this mode with maximum blower and temperature settings
for best windshield and side window defrosting. Page Winter Operation Use of the air
Recirculation mode during winter months is not recommended because it may cause window
fogging. Vacation Storage Anytime you store your vehicle, or keep it out of service i. Leaves
collected in the air intake may reduce airflow, and if they enter the plenum, they could plug the
water drains. In winter months, make sure the air intake is clear of ice, slush, and snow. Press
this button to turn on the rear window defroster and the heated side mirrors if equipped. Page
Tread Wear Indicators Make sure all occupants have securely fastened their seat belts. Never
leave children alone in a vehicle. Leaving children in a vehicle unattended is dangerous for a
number of reasons. If the engine fails to start within 15 seconds, turn the ignition switch to the
LOCK position, wait 10 to 15 seconds, then repeat the normal starting procedure. To prevent
damage to the starter, do not crank the engine for more than 15 seconds at a time. Wait 10 to 15
seconds before trying again. After Starting The idle speed will automatically decrease as the
engine warms up. If your foot is not firmly on the brake pedal, the vehicle could accelerate
quickly forward or in reverse. This system is active only while the ignition switch is in the ON
position. Always press the brake pedal first, before moving the gear selector out of PARK. The
engine can be started and stopped, but the key cannot be removed until you obtain service.
Shift into this range only after the vehicle has come to a complete stop. This is done to prevent
transaxle damage due to overheating. Reset Mode - Electronic Transaxle The transaxle is
monitored electronically for abnormal conditions. AutoStick allows you to maximize engine
braking, eliminate undesirable upshifts and downshifts, and im- prove overall vehicle
performance. This system can also provide you with more control during passing, city driving,
cold slippery conditions, mountain driving, trailer towing, and many other situations. The
transaxle will stay in the manually selected gear. All wheels must have the same size and type
tires. Unequal tire sizes must not be used. Unequal tire size may cause failure of the power
transfer unit. In the event power assist is lost for any reason i. However, the effort required to
brake the vehicle will be much greater than that required with the power system operating.
Pumping of the Anti-Lock Brakes will diminish their effectiveness and may lead to an accident.
The light will come on when the ignition switch is turned to the ON position and may stay on for
as long as four seconds. If the ABS light remains on or comes on while driving, it indicates that
the Anti-Lock portion of the brake system is not functioning and that service is required. These
are all normal characteristics of ABS. The Anti-Lock Brake System contains sophisticated
electronic equipment that may be susceptible to interference caused by improperly installed or
high output radio transmitting equipment. Whenever the vehicle is started the ESP system will
be in this mode. This mode should be used for almost all driving situa- tions. The system will
provide mechanical steering capability if power assist is lost. If for some reason the power
assist is interrupted, it will still be possible to steer your vehicle. This phenomenon occurs
when there is a difference in the surface traction under the front driving wheels. Page Load
Index a numerical code associated with the maximum load a tire can carry A symbol indicating
the range of speeds at which a tire can carry a load corresponding to its load index under
certain operating conditions The maximum speed corresponding to the speed symbol should
only be achieved under specified operating conditions i. Determine the combined weight of
luggage and cargo being loaded on the vehicle. That weight may not safely exceed the available
cargo and luggage load capacity calculated in Step 4. Overloading of your tires is dangerous.
Overloading can cause tire failure, affect vehicle handling, and increase your stopping distance.
Use tires of the recommended load capacity for your vehicle. Never overload them. Economyâ€”
Improper inflation pressures can cause uneven wear patterns to develop across the tire tread.
These abnormal wear patterns will reduce tread life resulting in a need for earlier tire
replacement. Under inflation, also increases tire rolling resistance and results in higher fuel

consump- tion. Page check tire pressure. Do not make a visual judgement when determining
proper inflation. Radial tires may look properly inflated even when they are under inflated. After
inspecting or adjusting the tire pressure, al- ways reinstall the valve stem cap if equipped. This
will prevent moisture and dirt from entering the valve stem, which could damage the valve stem.
Where speed limits or condi- tions are such that the vehicle can be driven at high speeds,
maintaining correct tire inflation pressure is very important. It is engineered to be used on your
style vehicle only. Since this tire has limited tread life, the original tire should be repaired or
replaced and rein- stalled at the first opportunity. Because of the reduced ground clearance, do
not take your vehicle through an automatic car wash with the compact spare installed. Damage
to the vehicle may result. Limited Use Spare â€” If Equipped The limited use spare tire is for
temporary emergency use on your vehicle. Prolonged use of limited use spare, or incorrect tire
size of front wheel, may damage the transaxle differ- ential and result in loss of vehicle mobility
and could result in loss of vehicle control. These indicators are molded into the bottom of the
tread grooves. Page Replacement Tires Keep dismounted tires in a cool, dry place with as little
exposure to light as possible. Protect tires from contact with oil, grease, and gasoline.
Replacement Tires The tires on your new vehicle provide a balance of many characteristics.
They should be inspected regularly for wear and correct cold tire inflation pressure. Using a tire
with a smaller load index could result in tire overloading and failure. Damage to the vehicle may
result if tire chains are used. Remember, more frequent rotation is permissible if desired. Also,
correct for anything causing rapid or unusual wear prior to performing the tire rotation. Page
pressure will also increase as the vehicle is driven - this is normal and there should be no
adjustment for this increased pressure. A system fault can occur due to any of the following: 1.
Jamming due to electronic devices or driving next to facilities emitting the same Radio
Frequencies as the TPM sensors. Sensors, mounted to each wheel as part of the valve stem,
transmit tire pressure readings to the Receiver Module. NOTE: It is particularly important for
you to check the tire pressure in all of the tires on your vehicle monthly and to maintain the
proper pressure. In addition, the Electronic Vehicle Information Center EVIC will display a
graphic showing the pressure values of each tire with the low tire pressure values flashing.
Page turn off. Installing some form of aftermarket window tinting that affects radio wave signals.
Lots of snow or ice around the wheels or wheel housings. Page General Information 5. Once
you repair or replace the original road tire, and reinstall it on the vehicle in place of the compact
spare, the TPMS will update automatically. In addition, the TPM Telltale Light will turn OFF and
the graphic in the EVIC will display a new pressure value instead of dashes - - , as long no tire
pressure is below the low-pressure warning limit in any of the four active road tires. Page 3.
Over 40 automobile manufacturers around the world have issued and endorsed consistent
gasoline specifica- tions the World Wide Fuel Charter, WWFC which The manufacturer supports
the use of reformulated gaso- lines. Properly blended reformulated gasolines will pro- vide
excellent performance and durability of engine and fuel system components. Gasoline blended
with MMT reduces spark plug life and reduces emission system performance in some vehicles.
If you notice a pungent burning odor or some light smoke, your engine may be out of tune or
malfunctioning and may require immediate service. Contact your authorized dealer for service
assistance. Page Flexible Fuel- 2. Have the exhaust system inspected every time the vehicle is
raised. Have any abnormal conditions repaired promptly. Until repaired, drive with all side
windows fully open. Page Ethanol Fuel E Along with the special E fuel filler cap, your vehicle
may display a badge, which also indicates it can operate on E For best results, a refueling
pattern that alternates be- tween E and unleaded gasoline should be avoided. The gas cap is
behind the fuel filler door, on the left rear quarter panel of the vehicle. This is in violation of
most state and federal fire regula- tions and doing so will cause the malfunction indicator light
to turn on. This includes driver, passengers, and cargo. The total load must be limited so that
you do not exceed the GVWR. Page Loading Figure out the weight on the front and rear of the
vehicle separately. It is important that you distribute the load evenly over the front and rear
axles. Overloading can cause potential safety hazards and shorten useful service life. Before
towing a trailer, carefully review this information to tow your load as efficiently and safely as
possible. Distribute the load over the front and rear axles evenly. Make sure that you do not
exceed either front or rear GAWR. It is important that you do not exceed the maximum front or
rear GAWR. Frontal Area 2. M Refer to local laws for maximum trailer towing speeds. The trailer
tongue weight must be considered as part of the combined weight of occupants and cargo, and
it should never exceed the weight referenced on the Tire Loads balanced over the wheels or
heavier in the rear can cause the trailer to sway severely side to side which will cause loss of
control of vehicle and trailer. Also, additional factory-installed options, or authorized
dealer-installed options, must be considered as part of the total load on your vehicle. Refer to
the Tire and Loading Information placard in the Tire Safety Information Section of this manual

for the maximum combined weight of occupants and cargo for your vehicle. Improper towing
can lead to an injury accident. Follow these guidelines to make your trailer towing as safe as
possible: Make certain that the load is secured in the trailer and that it will not shift during
travel. When traile- ring cargo that is not fully secured, dynamic load shifts can occur that may
be difficult for the driver to control. Page 4. If the trailer weighs more than 1, lbs kg loaded, it
should have its own brakes with adequate braking capacity. The electrical connections are all
complete to the vehicle, but you must mate the harness to a trailer connector. How- ever, if
frequent shifting occurs while in this range, third gear for a four-speed automatic and the fifth
gear for a six-speed AutoStick should be selected. If you have any questions or concerns after
reviewing this section, please consult your authorized dealer to for full details on the towing
capabilities of the vehicle. Depress the switch and both cluster indicators and all front and rear
direc- tional signals will flash. Depress the switch again to turn Hazard Warning Flashers off. If
your air conditioner is on, turn it off. Page Engine Oil Overheating 2. A hot engine cooling
system is dangerous. You or others could be badly burned by steam or boiling coolant. You
may want to call a service center if your vehicle overheats. If you decide to look under the hood
yourself, refer to Section 7, Maintenance, of this manual. Spare Tire Stowage The compact spare
tire is stowed under the load floor in the trunk. Spare Tire Removal Lift up the load floor cover
and remove the hold down. Turn OFF the ignition. Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of
the vehicle close to moving traffic. When the jack is partially expanded, the tension between the
two attachment points holds the jack handle in place. Removing Jack Handle From Jack 2.
There are two front jacking locations and two rear jacking locations on each side of the body as
shown. Do not attempt to raise the vehicle by jacking on locations other than those indicated in
step 3. To avoid possible personal injury, handle the wheel covers with care to avoid contact
with any sharp edges. Lower the vehicle by turning the jack screw to the left. Finish tightening
the nuts. Push down on the wrench while tightening the wheel nuts. Check the tire pressure as
soon as possible. Correct pressure as required. The battery is stored between the left front
headlight assembly and the left front wheel splash shield. Page 1. Wear eye protection and
remove any metal jewelry such as watchbands or bracelets that might make an inadvertent
electrical contact. When boosting from a battery in another vehicle, park that vehicle within
booster cable reach, but without allowing the vehicles to touch. Connect the other cable, first to
the negative terminal of the booster battery and then to the engine ground - of the vehicle with
the discharged battery. Make sure you have a good contact on the engine ground. Refer to the
following illustration for jump-starting connections. Turn your steering wheel right and left to
clear the area around the front wheels. Then shift back and forth between Reverse and First
gear. Racing the engine or spinning the wheels too fast may lead to transaxle overheating and
failure. It can also damage the tires. Do not spin the wheels continu- ously for more than 30
seconds. A dolly should be used under the front wheels if the rear wheels are raised. Proper
towing equipment is necessary to prevent dam- age to the vehicle. Page 2. This system
monitors the performance of the emissions, engine, and automatic transaxle control systems.
When these systems are oper- ating properly, your vehicle will provide excellent per- formance
and fuel economy, as well as maintaining engine emissions well within current government
regu- lations. If the problem persists, the message will appear the next time the vehicle is
started. This might indicate a damaged cap. If the problem is detected twice in a row, the system
will turn on the MIL. Page Replacement Parts 5. Approximately 15 seconds later, one of two
things will happen: a. The MIL will flash for about 10 seconds and then return to being fully
illuminated until you turn OFF the ignition key or start the engine. Service manuals are available
which include detailed service information for your vehicle. Refer to these service manuals
before attempting any procedure yourself. Do not check oil level before starting the engine after
it has sat overnight. Checking engine oil level when the engine is cold will give you an incorrect
reading. Do not overfill the engine. Overfilling the engine will cause oil aeration, which can lead
to loss of oil pressure and an increase in oil temperature. This could damage your engine.
Change Engine Oil The oil change indicator system will remind you that it is time to take your
vehicle in for scheduled maintenance. This engine oil improves low temperature starting and
vehicle fuel economy. Your engine oil filler cap also shows the recommended engine oil
viscosity for your vehicle. New plugs should be in- stalled at the specified mileage. The entire
set should be replaced if there is any malfunction due to a faulty spark plug. However, it is important to keep the engine properly tuned to assure proper catalyst operation and prevent
possible catalyst damage. Damage to the catalytic converter can result if your vehicle is not
kept in proper operating condition. Some unapproved refrigerants are flammable and can
explode, injuring you. Other unapproved refrigerants or lubricants can cause the system to fail,
requiring costly repairs. Refer to Section 3 of the Warranty Information book for further warranty
information. Perform the following procedure to re- place the filter: 1. Open the glove box and

remove all contents. Push in on the sides of the glove box and pivot the glove box downward.
Failure to install the filter properly will result in the need to replace it more often. Reinstall the
glove box door dampener and glove box. Page Windshield Washers Keep the blade rubber out
of contact with petroleum products such as engine oil, gasoline, etc. NOTE: Always refer to the
wiper blade packaging for specific installation instructions. Many wiper blade re- placements fit
multiple vehicles. In addition, inspect the exhaust system each time the vehicle is raised for an
oil change or lubrication. Replace as required. Exhaust gases can injure or kill. They contain
carbon monoxide CO which is colorless and odorless. Breathing it can make you unconscious
and can eventually poison you. Page Coolant Checks Check engine coolant antifreeze
protection every 12 months before the onset of freezing weather, where applicable. If coolant is
dirty or rusty in appearance, the system should be drained, flushed, and refilled with fresh
coolant. If a non-HOAT coolant is introduced into the cooling system in an emergency, it should
be replaced with the speci- fied coolant as soon as possible. The use of lower quality water will
reduce the amount of corrosion protection in the engine cooling system. Check with your local
authorities to determine the disposal rules for your community. To prevent ingestion by animals
or children, do not store ethylene glycol based engine coolant in open containers or allow it to
remain in puddles on the ground. Page humidity accumulating on the radiator and being vaporized when the thermostat opens, allowing hot coolant to enter the radiator. If an examination of
your engine compartment shows no evidence of radiator or hose leaks, the vehicle may be
safely driven. The vapor will soon dissipate. Hard or soft spots, brittle rubber, cracking, tears,
cuts, abrasions, and exces- sive swelling indicate deterioration of the rubber Pay particular
attention to the hoses nearest to high heat sources such as the exhaust manifold. Riding the
brakes can lead to brake failure and possibly an accident. Driving with your foot resting or
riding on the brake pedal can result in abnormally high brake temperatures, excessive lining
wear, and possible brake damage. Eventual deterioration of the hose can take place resulting in
a possibility of a burst failure. Worn brake hoses can burst and cause brake failure. You could
have an accident. If you see any signs of cracking, scuffing, or worn spots, have the brake
hoses replaced immediately. Park the vehicle on level ground. Run the engine at curb idle speed
for a minimum of 60 seconds. Using a transmission fluid other than that recommended by the
manufacturer will result in more frequent fluid and filter changes. No regular maintenance is
required for these compo- nents. Always wash your ve- hicle in the shade using Mopar Car
Wash or a mild car wash soap, and rinse the panels completely with clear water. The cost of
such repairs is considered the respon- sibility of the owner. Page Do not use abrasive cleaning
components, solvents, steel wool or other aggressive material to clean the lenses. Interior Care
Instrument Panel Cover The instrument panel cover has a low glare surface, which minimizes
reflections in the windshield. Do not use protectants or other products, which may cause
undesirable reflections. Do not use volatile solvents for cleaning purposes. Many are potentially
flammable, and if used in closed areas they may cause respiratory harm. When cleaning the
lenses, care must be taken to avoid scratching the plastic. Clean with a wet, soft rag. A mild
soap solution may be used, but do not use high alcohol content or abrasive cleaners. This
center contains cartridge fuses and mini fuses. A label that identifies each component may be
printed on the inside of the cover. Failure to do so may allow water to get into the Totally
Integrated Power Module, and possibly result in an electrical system failure. Reach into engine
compartment and from behind the lamp assembly and grasp the connector. Headlight Housing Rear View 3. Do not touch the new bulb with your fingers. Pull the bulb out of the socket and
replace the bulb. Removing Halogen Bulb From Assembly 5. If the bulb comes in contact with
any oily surface, clean the bulb with rubbing alcohol. Page Fog Lights Fog Lights 1. Access to
the lights through the lower fascia cutout is limited. We recommend you access the lights by
turning the steering wheel to allow access and remove the inner fender shield. Remove the two
plastic wing nuts from the taillight housing. Location Plastic Wing Nuts 3. Grasp the taillight and
pull firmly outward pushing gently on the studs from inside to disengage the light housing.
Twist and remove socket from light. Remove two retaining screws holding the light lens in
place. Gently pry the light assembly loose. Pull bulb from socket, replace and reattach the light
assembly with the two retaining screws. Twist and remove socket from the back of the light
housing. Replace the bulb and reinstall the socket into the housing by locking it in place with a
twist. SAE 5W is recommended. Refer to the engine oil Engine Oil 2. Page Component Spark
Plugs 2. Use only recommended brake fluids. These, and all other maintenance services
included in this manual, should be done to provide best vehicle performance and reliability.
Page oil if it has been six months since your last oil change even if the oil change indicator
message is NOT illuminated. Rotate the tires. If using your vehicle in dusty or off-road
conditions, inspect the engine air cleaner filter, and replace if nec- essary. Inspect the brake
linings, and replace if necessary. Replace the air conditioning filter if equipped. Inspect and

adjust the power steering pump belt ten- sion on 2. Inspect the generator belt on 2. Page
Maintenance Items Replace the timing belt on 2. Replace the accessory drive belt on 2. Take
your warranty folder. All work to be performed may not be covered by the warranty. Page
Warranty Information U. We appreciate that you have made a major investment when you
purchased the vehicle. They will help you keep your vehicle operating at its best. If you believe
that your vehicle has a defect that could cause a crash or cause injury or death, you should
immediately inform the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA in addition to
notifying the Visa, Mas- tercard, American Express, and Discover orders are
volvo c30 headlight
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ac- cepted. If you prefer mailing your payment, please call for an order form. The traction grade
assigned to this tire is based on straight-ahead braking traction tests, and does not include
acceleration, cornering, hydroplaning, or peak traction characteristics. Page Automatic Door
Locks Page Compact Spare Tire Page Cooling Page Fuel System Caution Page Keyless Entry
System Sedan Page MP3 Player Page Radio Sound Systems Page Side Window Demisters
Defrosters.. Page Recreational Page Window Fogging Mobile two-way radios and telephone
equipment must be installed properly by trained person- nel. The following must be observed
during installation. The positive power connection should be made directly to the battery and
fused as close to the battery as possible. Page Third Edition Printed in U. This manual is also
suitable for: js avenger sedan. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

